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The Federal Building, originally the United States Post Office, was completed 
in 1914, from designs by the office of James Knox Taylor, Supervising 
Architect of the Treasury Department between 1897 and 1912. Located at the 
northeast corner of South and Union Streets, the building measures 84' 0" 
by 60* 0". Nine bays wide and six bays deep, the building rises a full 
story above grade, resting on a full basement which functions as a podium. 
Although the fenestration implies one story on three elevations, 
the fenestration of the north elevation reveals a partial mezzanine. A 
shallow central pavilion occurs on all four elevations. The building is 
of concrete, tile, and brick bearing wall construction with concrete slab 
and beam floors. The exterior is clad in white Vermont marble. The low 
parapeted roof is sheet metal supported by steel trusses.

The principal (South Street) elevation has a Greek Doric hexastyle-in-antis 
portico which forms the extremely shallow pavilion. Its terminating antae 
project only slightly from the main mass. A stair of eight risers 
extends the full width of the portico. Cast metal lamps with torchere bases 
stand on plinths which flank the stairs and are beneath the piers of the 
central pavilion. The bottom two risers of the stair extend in front of the 
plinthes. A metal hand railing connects each end pier to the adjacent plinth. 
A pair of matched railings installed in the recent past also ascend the stair
. ., . * J"i I "M"'.* - '*-,"•/>>;.' •" . ."'.VM
in the central bay.

In a departu're ^Erom Greek p'rece^'erit, the fluted Greek Doric column^0 bf the 1 J 
portico rest on basest This abeimtion of the classical order perhaps TCB- 
presentS Taylor f's" at tempt to employ what Asher Benjamin believed *tb be1 'a • '*•' 
truly American order, that is a free mixture of Greek and Roman elements 
that typified inventive work of the Greek Revival. Each column is'paralleled' 
by a pilaster on the rear wall of the portico. The central bay contains the 
wood and glass doors of the main entrance* The six other bays each contain 
a twelve over twelve, double-hung sash window. The door and window architraves 
consist of simple undecorated piers and lintels contained within the bays 
defined by the larger pilasters. Surmounting each lintel is a blind window 
with typical Greek grille work.

The building's entablature incorporates elements from three classical orders: 
Greek Doric, Roman Doric, and Tuscan. The entablature of the main mass is 
Tuscan, surmounted by a simple parapet. It is stepped once over the outer 
antae and again over the outer columns of the portico. The entablature of 
the pavilion itself is not Tuscan but rather Greek Doric. The metopes of 
the frieze are enriched with paterae of a Roman elegance. On either side of 
the pavilion is a wide unfenestrated wall articulated only by the Tuscan 
entablature and by the simple offset defining the basement story.
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The Union Street (south) facade has a heptastyle pavilion. Each bay has a 
tall twelve over twelve, double-hung sash window. Under each window is an 
undecorated, slightly projecting sill. Above the lintel and below the entab 
lature are fielded panels. On this side elevation, the basement is evidenced 
by small windows in each bay as well as by the simple offset. Because the 
planes of the bays and flanking walls are identical the entire south facade 
can be read as having either a central pilaster screen or projecting 
pavilion. The resultant ambiguity creates an unexpected tension.

The north elevation also has six bays, but without pilasters or Doric 
refinements in the entablature fr^fcze zone. Above the six double-hung sash 
windows is a row of eighteen narrow, closely spaced windows defining the 
second floor or mezzanine. ;

The rear (east) elevation reflects the composition of the principal elevation. 
However, basement windows exist in each bay. The central seven bay pavilion 
is astylar with no recessed porch. The central door is surmounted by a four- 
over-four transom. Within each of the flanking bays is an eight-over-eight 
double-hung sash window with a slightly projecting sill. Each window is 
surmounted by a four light transom. Like the north elevation, the entire 
entablature is Tuscan. A small, low, flat-roofed wooden mailing vestibule has 
been added at the center door as has a crudely executed shed over the adjacent 
exterior cellar steps.

The interior of the building is one story high with a mezzanine on the 
northern wall. The mezzanine extends from the exterior wall to the pier of 
the portico. Originally, the interior was finished with ornamental plaster 
and mahogany. In 1967, the Post Office moved to a new and larger building 
nearby. At that time, the building was converted to a Federal office building 
and the entire interior gutted. A false ceiling was installed to enclose the 
office cubicles. Few original interior embellishments survive, except occa 
sional doors, windows, and woodwork.
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Notes

While it can be argued that a footed Doric column is by defination a 
Roman Doric column, the general proportions of the shaft, the termination 
of the fluting at the echinus, and the robustness of the capital are 
decidedly Greek. See Nikolaus Pevsner, Hugh Honour, John Fleming, The 
Penguin Dictionary of Architecture, Fig. 64, and Sir Bannister Fletcher, 
A History of Architecture on the Comparitive Method, page 160.

2 
Benjamin Latrobe had developed a uniquely American order in the

form of his corncob and tobacco leaf capitals at the Capitol in Washington. 
Pierre L'Enfant employed a modified Roman Doric order with unfluted columns 
and American stars in the metopes at the Federal Building in New York City.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Federal Building is among the last of the works produced under James'Kfiox Taylor 
for the Treasury Department, of which he was Supervising Architecf;,from 
1897 to 1912. The building demonstrates both. Taylor's flexibility of design 
and his concern for Bennington's architectural heritage. While the 
building incorporates classical elements from several orders, the rather 
inventive combination of these elements as well as the general massing 
and marked planar quality render the building strikingly modern in appear 
ance. Despite the use of Greek Doric columns on the principal elevation, 
the restraint, the delicacy, the lack of robust projection are more 
reminiscent of Roman orders. In fact, the frieze of the side^or south 
elevation terminates at the outermost pier in the Roman Doric manner, 
that is, with the triglyph centered over the capital. However, the use of 
classical elements as a traditional symbol of a Federal presence and rnpre , 
particularly the use of Greek elements in deference to a Greek Revival 
vocabulary ..int Benn^ngton are subordinate to this peculiarly .early jEe&ling ____, 
of 1930's modern£tysVi Th£ Federal, guilding is low without a visible 
pitched roof. The composition is strongly horizontal, emphasize^ by a „ 
main entrance onr£|ie, long facade. The stepped parapet is a commonly used 
motif in the^Greek Revival period but here emphasizes the horizontality. 
Despite :j.ts, early date, this building resembles such, modernized^ classical, 
work of the 1930 f s exemplified by Paul Cret's Folger Library'in Washington 
of 1929-32.



The Bennington Evening Banner, November 30, 1914, "New Post Office Will Be 
Opened On Tuesday." Bennington, Vermont
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